
Parent Behaviour and Sport Rage 

The following comments are made: 

� Remember that children participate in sport for their enjoyment, not 
yours.

� Encourage children to participate, do not force them. 
� Focus on the child’s efforts and performance rather than winning or 

losing. 
� Encourage children always to play according to the rules and to settle 

disagreements without resorting to hostility or violence. 
� Never ridicule or yell at a child for making a mistake or losing a 

competition. 
� Remember that children learn best by example.  Appreciate good 

performance and skilful plays by all participants. 
� Support all efforts to remove verbal and physical abuse from sporting 

activities.
� Respect officials’ decisions and teach children to do likewise. 
� Show appreciation for volunteer coaches, officials and administrators.

Without them, your child could not participate. 
� Encourage fair play 
� KEEP YOUR EMOTIONS IN CHECK 

The majority of parents do a great job of contributing to an enjoyable sporting 
environment for everyone.  But others could be unwittingly creating tension which 
contributes to sport rage.  Which parent are you? 

The Screecher focuses on the negative and yells constantly at the players and 
officials.  The Screecher must learn to see the positive things in the game and 
make an effort to ignore mistakes. 

The Try Hard is overly positive, cheering so hard it can be embarrassing for their 
kids.  It is also irritating for the coach, players and other spectators.  The Try 
Hard must learn to balance their enthusiasm. 

The Analyst takes notes to analyse performance.  They relive the match with 
their child and point out things to do better.  The Analyst needs to learn to leave 
the coaching to the coach. 

The Wannabe lives their dreams through their child.  They treat their child’s 
game as if it were their own.  The Wannabe needs to drop the win at all costs 
attitude and remember it’s not their game. 

The Not Really There is so busy catching up with the news for the week and 
talking on the phone that they pay no attention to the game.  The Not Really 
There should remember a little encouragement goes a long way. 



The Five Star Parent (you?) focuses on the child’s effort and not the outcome.
They respect and thank the coach, officials and opposition.  They are positive 
supporters and keep in mind the role they are playing on the sideline. 

What children really want from sport 

Sport provides many valuable learning experiences, but for most children 
enjoyment is the most important outcome. If they don’t have fun, they will not 
want to play. 

Ask children and you’ll discover the scoreboard, trophies and winning are not 
really that important. While they may not remember the score from a game 
played just two weeks ago – they will recall a funny incident or who they played 
with after the match. In fact, one of the most satisfying things about sport for 
children comes from being with their friends and being part of a team. 

All adults involved in children’s sport – parents, spectators, coaches and officials 
– can help children get maximum enjoyment from sport by focusing on what they 
like most about the game. Emphasise the importance of effort and having fun, 
rather than the score. 

Top tips 
� Talk about trying hard and having fun, not just winning 
� Don’t pressure children – it’s their game not yours 
� Never criticise or ridicule children 
� Discuss with children what they enjoy about a game 

Insurance Forms/Working with Children 

The Age Co-ordinators will forward to Team Managers Insurance Forms which 
need to be completed by each parent prior to the start of the season. 


